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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Functional movement disorders (FMDs) are a common cause of disability. With an increasing research
interest in FMD, including the emergence of intervention trials, it is crucial that research methodology be examined, and
standardized protocols be developed.
OBJECTIVE: To characterize the current inclusion criteria used to select patients for FMD research studies and review the
consistency and appropriateness of these criteria.
METHODS: We identified studies of potential biomarkers for FMD that were published over the last two decades and
performed a qualitative analysis on the finally included studies.
RESULTS: We identified 79 articles and found inconsistent inclusion criteria. The Fahn-Williams and DSM-IV criteria were
the most commonly applied, but neither accounted for the majority (Fahn-Williams 46%, DSM-IV 32% of the total). The
selection of the inclusion criteria depended in part on the phenotype of FMD under investigation. We also identified inclusion
methodologies that were not appropriate, such as the inclusion of low-certainty diagnoses and diagnosing by excluding
specific biomarkers rather than including patients based on clinical characteristics that commonly are thought to suggest
FMD.
CONCLUSIONS: Significant variability exists with the inclusion criteria for FMD research studies. This variability could
limit reproducibility and the appropriate aggregation of data for meta-analysis. Advancing FMD rehabilitation research will
need standardized inclusion criteria. We make some suggestions.
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1. Background

Functional movement disorders (FMDs) are com-
mon and disabling conditions (Gelauff & Stone,
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2016; Stone, Carson, et al., 2010). These have his-
torically been identified by diverse alternate terms,
including “hysteria,” “conversion disorder,” “psy-
chogenic disorder,” and “dissociative disorder.” The
term “functional” in recent years has become the
accepted term among clinicians who specialize in
care for persons with FMD, because it is judged
not to be pejorative, but rather it conveys causative
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neutrality and may increase patient understanding
and acceptance (Ding & Kanaan, 2017). Adopting
the term “FMD” over prior terms has been viewed as
a step toward advancing the scientific evaluation and
care for this disorder.

FMDs are thought to involve the impaired vol-
untary control of movement over parts of the body
in the presence of normal intent to move and intact
neuromuscular capacity for movement (Espay et al.,
2018). Interest in FMD has increased over the last
several decades, with a surge of intervention trials in
recent years (Pick et al., 2020). The consistency for
diagnosing FMD has become all the more important
because the National Institutes of Health of the United
States recently announced requests for funding appli-
cations to validate functional neurological disorder
diagnosis through biomarker assessment, thus to gen-
erally improve assessment for this illness (National
Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, 2021a,
2021b). However, the consistency for diagnosing
FMD across studies has not so far been determined.
Consistent diagnostic methods would allow accumu-
lating data for meta-analyses of rehabilitation and
support replication in the clinical setting. We there-
fore systematically reviewed a subset of such studies
for their consistency of methods of FMD diagnosis.

2. Methods

For this systematic review, we elected to evaluate
only studies that investigated laboratory tech-
niques to identify potential FMD biomarkers. We
focused on biomarker studies because by their
using largely objective measures (e.g., structural
or physiological brain imaging, electromyography,
electroencephalography), this could eventually sup-
port identifying reliable study inclusion criteria that
could be used for later clinical trials. We assumed that
the diagnostic methods for FMD in biomarker studies
would represent the broader body of FMD research.

We modeled our literature search from that of
Thomsen et.al. (Thomsen et al., 2020), who evaluated
the sensitivity of specific biomarker assessments for
diagnosing FMD. We restricted the dates of publica-
tion to between 1 January 2001 and 1 January 2021
to represent current diagnostic methods. The inclu-
sion criteria were further modified to select original
data studies that investigated biological correlates of
abnormal movement, included an FMD experimen-
tal group, and publication in English. Studies were
excluded based on sample size less than four.

A PubMed search conducted on 28 February 2021
identified 921 records that met the search criteria
(Fig. 1) Twelve additional articles were included
while reviewing the citations of included articles.
Seven hundred ninety-three were excluded from
inspecting the titles and abstracts, resulting in 140 full
text articles. Seventy-nine articles were finally found
to satisfy all criteria. The web-only supplementary
table summarizes all data extracted from the studies.

We then subdivided the studies according to the fol-
lowing major categories of inclusion criteria, based
on our preliminary observation of the most frequently
used inclusion criteria.

(1) The Fahn-Williams criteria and variants (FW).
The original FW criteria were published in 1988 with
respect to functional dystonia (Fahn & Williams,
1988). The criteria were updated in 1995 to
include tremor, parkinsonism, gait disturbances, and
myoclonus (Williams et al., 1995). Notably, this
update did not include functional paresis. Fahn and
Williams established demonstrating inconsistency
and incongruence as the diagnostic pillars. Incon-
gruence has been described as “Movements [that] do
not present or progress according to the wide phe-
notypic range of known organic movement disorders
(Espay & Lang, 2015),” while inconsistency can refer
to symptoms that vary over time.

It is important to note that these criteria do not
require psychological disturbance, but rely substan-
tially on historical, emotional, and non-movement
related findings. Fahn and Williams created cate-
gories of grades of diagnostic certainty. The highest
level of certainty, clinically-definite, was created in
the 1995 update by combining the documented and
clinically-established categories originally described
in 1988 (Williams et al., 1995). Patients were con-
sidered to have documented FMD if the signs were
observed to remit when the patients were unobserved
or with efficacious therapy. In the clinically-
established category, patients had movements that
were inconsistent or incongruent but also had to
have other “false” signs (equated to “psychogenic”
signs, though not specified), multiple somatizations,
or obvious psychiatric disturbance. Lesser levels of
certainty included probable, where patients could
be diagnosed based solely on “false signs” (with-
out inconsistent or incongruent movements), and
possible, which simply required emotional distur-
bance. The categories of probable and possible were
subsequently shown to have poor interrater relia-
bility and are of no clinical use (Morgante et al.,
2012).
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Fig. 1. PRISMA diagram for literature review.

Subsequently, the Shill-Gerber (SG) criteria were
intended to expand on the FW by creating an
avenue for diagnosis that did not require inconsistent
or incongruent movements, although incongruence
could still be considered among subsidiary criteria
(Shill & Gerber, 2006). “Clinically proven” FMD
was diagnosed provide that it either (1) remits
with psychotherapy, (2) remits when the patient
feels to be unobserved, or (3) has a demonstrated
premovement Bereitschaftspotential on electroen-
cephalography (EEG) in cases of myoclonus. [The
Bereitschaftspotential, also known as the “readiness
potential” or “motor-related cortical potential,” is
the slowly rising negative electrocortical activity on
EEG that precedes experimentally-verified intended
movement (Di Russo et al., 2017).] In contrast, sus-
pected FMD that was not considered to fall under
these criteria was classified as “clinically definite”
FMD by creating “primary” vs. “secondary” criteria.
Under primary criteria, the disease had to either be
incongruent with so-called organic disease (includ-
ing inconsistent symptoms presentations), involve
excessive pain or fatigue, or have previous exposure
to a disease model or potential for secondary gain.

In contrast, the secondary criteria involved “multi-
ple somatizations (other than pain and fatigue) and/or
obvious psychiatric disturbance.” To qualify as “clin-
ically definite” FMD, it had to meet “at least three
primary criteria and at least one secondary crite-
rion.” The category of “clinically probable” FMD
entails two primary criteria and two secondary crite-
ria. Finally, “clinically possible” FMD involves one
primary criterion and two secondary, or two primary
and one secondary criterion. A major pitfall of this
system is that any patient with pain, exposure to a
disease model, potential for secondary gain, and mul-
tiple somatizations could incorrectly be identified as
“clinically definite” FMD.

The still later Gupta-Lang (GL) criteria were
intended to address potential problems with FW
and to include advances in laboratory-supported
evidence of FMD in diagnosis (Gupta & Lang,
2009). To address potential problems, Gupta and
Lang removed the probable and possible classi-
fications from their criteria due to their lack of
reliability, and rejected the inclusion of patients
with consistent/congruent movements. Additionally,
they created a laboratory-supported definite category
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to facilitate diagnosing FMD in cases of tremor
and myoclonus where electrophysiological data
were available. Specifically, these were entrainment
of tremor as reflected by surface electromyo-
graphy and back-averaged Bereitschaftspotentials
during electroencephalography-electromyography of
myoclonus.

Subsequently, Espay and Lang expanded on GL
by creating a phenotype-specific diagnostic pro-
cess for FMD (Espay & Lang, 2015). This rejected
the requirement of historic and emotional data and
updated laboratory evidence (flurorodopa positron
emission tomography, or PET; single photon emis-
sion computed tomography, or SPECT). To create
a phenotype-specific diagnosis process, they identi-
fied core features that were individually specific to
functional tremor, dystonia, myoclonus, tics, parkin-
sonism, and gait impairment. This set of criteria
requires that all of these core features be present
to make a clinically-definite diagnosis. Except for
functional dystonia, where rapid onset is consid-
ered to be a diagnostic feature, all core features are
movement-related phenomena rather than historical
data. The core features are specific and generally lack
the subjective language of FW, SG, and GL such as
“bizarre” and “unusual.” The authors argued against
the use of historical and emotional data, citing their
prevalence as well in structurally-defined neurologi-
cal disease (e.g., stroke, brain tumor) and the lack of
sensitivity and specificity required to provide clinical
usefulness.

(2) The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM)-
IV laid out criteria for diagnosing “conversion
disorder” (CD), a term based on the Freudian
hypothesis that psychological stress is converted into
somatic symptoms (American Psychiatric Associ-
ation, 1994). Because the earliest DSM editions
were published before FW had become standard, the
DSM-IV was relatively uninfluenced by the norms
established in FW. The diagnosis was considered to
be psychological and primarily required the diagnos-
tician to demonstrate that psychological factors were
associated with the symptom. This created logistical
barriers that impeded accurate and efficient diagnosis.

Many of these limitations were addressed in the
DSM-V, which encouraged the clinician to look for
signs that are diagnostic for FMD and removed the
criteria for psychological association and excluding
feigning (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).

(3) The category Other was applied to the stud-
ies that did not rely on either the FW variants or the
DSM.

Fig. 2. Inclusion criteria utilization in FMD biomarker studies.
FW: Fahn & Williams (1995); GL: Gupta & Lang (2009); EL:
Espay & Lang (2015); DSM: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual.

3. Results

3.1. Criteria utilization

As seen in Fig. 2, the FW criteria were the most
prevalent diagnostic criteria used in FMD research
trials. FW was used in 30 of the 79 investigations. Six
additional studies employed a variant of FW—four
studies using GL and two using EL. SG were not
found to be used as inclusion criteria in any inves-
tigation identified by this review. The DSM-IV was
the second most common method, involving 25 stud-
ies. Two studies used both DSM and FW criteria.
Finally, ‘Other’ encompassed 20 studies. Five stud-
ies did not specify how subjects were diagnosed. This
group included studies that simply used the refer-
ring physician’s diagnosis (van der Stouwe et al.,
2016), without specifying the physicians’ criteria.
Ten studies created their own diagnostic criteria or
used some other set of criteria—for example, the
ICD-10 criteria for “dissociative disorder” (Liepert
et al., 2011). Five studies diagnosed FMD based
primarily on excluding structural disease. These stud-
ies were mostly investigations of suspected stroke
patients who were considered to have a functional
etiology after repeated structural imaging ruled out
cerebrovascular accident (Benussi et al., 2020; Premi
et al., 2017).

3.2. Criteria by studied phenotype

As seen in Fig. 3, the selection of inclusion criteria
highly depends on the phenotype under investigation.
DSM variants are significantly represented in studies
that investigated functional paresis. Functional pare-
sis was not included by Fahn and Williams in their
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Fig. 3. Inclusion criteria utilization according to studied pheno-
type. FW variants: Fahn & Williams (1995), Gupta & Lang (2009),
or Espay & Lang (2015); DSM: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
4th and 5th edition; Other: studies not using a FW Variant or the
DSM.

original criteria and has not been added to the updates
or variants thereafter (Espay & Lang, 2015). There
were no instances of studies investigating tremor,
dystonia, or myoclonus that employed DSM. Those
investigations most often used the FW variants. Of the
23 mixed studies—that is, those investigating more
than one phenotype of FMD—FW variants were used
in 12 instances, DSM variants in nine, and two pub-
lications that used neither. There was considerably
more variance compared to the studies of single phe-
notypes.

3.3. Inclusion of probable and possible

The categories of probable and possible are only
found within FW and SG. Eight of the 30 studies
using FW allowed the inclusion of probable. Given
the increasing awareness of the problems with the
probable designation over the period investigated, we
looked for changes in the allowance of probable over
time. As shown in Fig. 4, the inclusion of subjects
diagnosed with probable FMD remains pervasive.
Between 2016 and 2020, nine studies were identified
that employed FW as their primary inclusion method,
with three of the nine allowing the inclusion of prob-
able. Consequently, although the majority of studies
of biomarkers of FMD that used the FW inclusion
criteria did not apply the probable category, nonethe-
less there remains a continuing minority of studies
that use the probable category, despite the published
indication that the probable and possible categories
are unreliable (Morgante et al., 2012). None of the
studies had included subjects who were designated
to have possible FMD.

Fig. 4. Inclusion of ‘probable’ in studies using the Fahn-Williams
Criteria (Williams et al., 1995).

4. Discussion

4.1. Criteria application in research

This systematic review revealed considerable dis-
crepancies in the choice of diagnostic criteria used to
include subjects in FMD research. There is relative
consistency within studies that investigate the same
phenotype, but the choice of criteria varies depend-
ing on what specific phenotype is being studied. For
example, it was seen that all of the investigations of
functional dystonia employed FW, while no study
of paresis employed FW. This variability is likely
related to criteria sets (FW, SG, GL, and EL) that did
not include methods for diagnosing functional pare-
sis. Because functional paresis investigations cannot
use FW variants criteria, these researchers rely on
the DSM-IV disproportionately to other groups. This
review also found significant variability in the crite-
ria used in mixed studies (those that evaluated more
than one phenotype). These studies may or may
not include functional paresis (Nahab et al., 2017;
Wegrzyk et al., 2018). There is a clear need for a cri-
terion set that may be used to include all patients with
symptoms of FMD.

Twenty of the identified studies did not use a vari-
ant of FW or DSM. These are not strictly of low
quality but do reveal some of the poorer methods
that are common in FMD research. One of these is
including FMD subjects based purely on exclusion
of “organic” disease, without specifying the bases of
exclusion. It was also common for researchers to pro-
vide unreproducible methods, such as providing no
information as to the inclusion criteria or reporting
that the diagnosis is based on the expertise of the
investigators (Huys et al., 2020).
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4.2. Current criteria

4.2.1. Fahn-Williams criteria and variants
The FW criteria have been accepted by many

researchers and clinicians for diagnosing FMDs or
including patients in treatment trials. In our literature
review, the FW inclusion criteria were the leading
measures for FMD studies. However, several limi-
tations pertain to the elements of the criteria, which
raise questions on the comparability of study groups
and treatment outcomes from different study sites
when they have applied these criteria.

Williams et al. (1995) identified the central chal-
lenge of diagnosing FMD to be “establishing that
the abnormal movements derive in part or fully from
an underlying psychological disturbance.” Since that
time, the field has come to question the necessity
of underlying psychological pathology, has moved
away from terms that imply a psychological origin
like “psychogenic” or “conversion disorder,” and pro-
posed alternative pathologic mechanisms (Edwards
& Bhatia, 2012; Stone, LaFrance, et al., 2010).

One of the pillars of the FW criteria for func-
tional dystonia is its “incongruity” with legacy (or
“organic”) dystonia. However, such criterion begs
precise definition of legacy dystonia in the first
place, given that dystonia is a heterogeneous dis-
order (Conte et al., 2020) and that the range of
self-administered “sensory tricks” or “gestes antag-
onistes” (maneuvers that can briefly interrupt legacy
dystonia) can include widely varying remedies such
as bending forward, singing, humming, piano play-
ing, or running in a counterclockwise direction
(Ramos et al., 2014). Therefore, establishing the
boundary between functional dystonia and legacy
dystonia is unclear, to say the least.

Another problem inherent to the criteria for diag-
nosing functional dystonia can include suspected
either factitious disorder (as reflected by self-injury)
or malingering (reflected by “false weakness”). Mak-
ing such judgments by the clinician requires extended
evaluation and review of medical records and reports
from observers for these behaviors (Bass & Wade,
2019). It is most likely impractical to apply such
criteria.

Yet another weakness within the FW design is
the observation of beneficial outcomes from adjuvant
behavioral therapies, including tricyclic antidepres-
sants and extensive physical therapy. Although
tricyclic antidepressants may be initiated to treat
depression, however, this class also can treat neuro-
pathic pain. Considering that “pain out of proportion

to exam” is a supportive feature of the inclusion
criteria, initiating an antidepressant may involve a
confounding variable. This could similarly by applied
to the initiation of intensive physical therapy. In par-
ticular, the outcome of physical therapy may depend
in part on the specific content of the treatment or qual-
ifications of the therapist. Hence, absence of benefit
from physical therapy should not imply absence of
FMD.

As alluded to above, most patients who were
included in the creation of FW criteria were diag-
nosed based on documenting symptom remission
rather than signs that are present during a specific
clinical evaluation. This is distinctly different from
the current application of FW, where the observa-
tion of concurrent signs is regarded as the hallmark
of the Fahn-Williams criteria (Bhatia et al., 2018;
Espay & Lang, 2015). Remission with psychotherapy
was the goal of the combined diagnostic and thera-
peutic process laid out by the publications. In fact,
only four of the 21 patients included by Fahn and
Williams (1988) were considered to be clinically-
established. The stated reasoning for arriving at a
clinically-established diagnosis rather than pursu-
ing an established diagnosis was the patient being
unwilling to complete the diagnostic process. This
is not to say that Fahn and Williams did not regard
clinical signs as important. They emphasized the
importance of clinical signs as clues for a functional
origin but did not consider the recognition of clinical
signs as sufficient for a definite diagnosis. Clini-
cal signs, especially those that have been validated,
may be diagnostic, but that was not the intention
of FW.

The GL and EL criteria addressed many of the lim-
itations with FW but remain flawed. GL removed
the criterion regarding intentionality, freeing the
clinician from this undue burden. However, GL
prematurely places much emphasis on laboratory-
supported criteria where clear laboratory markers
have not been validated. Additionally, GL does not
provide diagnostic guidelines that are phenotype-
specific. EL went further to identify criteria that
were phenotype-specific. A major problem with EL
is that it has strict inclusion criteria based on sen-
sitivities established using FW as a gold standard.
Since no gold standard has been established for FMD,
strict inclusion requirements are premature. How-
ever, EL include phenomenological descriptions of
the abnormal movements that provide clinicians the
most guidance of any criteria set that was identified
in this review.
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4.3. DSM-IV

The DSM-IV was the second most common
method of including patients in FMD treatment trials
that we identified. Many authors have offered salient
critiques of the DSM-IV’s diagnostic criteria for CD,
especially in the years leading up to the publication
of the DSM-V (Spiegel et al., 2011; Stone et al.,
2011). However, researchers continued to turn to the
DSM-IV, even after the DSM-V had become available
(Blakemore et al., 2015; Hassa et al., 2016). This is
especially true of studies that included patients with
functional paresis, perhaps because the FW criteria
did not include functional paresis among the possi-
ble diagnoses. Additionally, large differences exist
between the FW criteria and the DSM-IV, which calls
into question whether these inclusion methods would
enroll comparable groups.

Whereas FW considered factitious and malinger-
ing disorders to be FMD and finding evidence of
these conditions was considered diagnostic (Williams
et al., 1995), the DSM-IV definition of CD requires
that “The symptom or deficit is not intentionally pro-
duced or feigned” (Association, 2000). This not only
demonstrates that the two criteria sets would select
different patients, but that the application of the DSM-
IV criteria is burdensome and of uncertain reliability.
Demonstrating that a patient is not intentionally pro-
ducing symptoms can be an impossible task, because
a person’s intent may not be apparent even with inten-
sive investigation (Stone et al., 2011).

Another problem with the DSM-IV criteria is
the requirement for the association of psychologi-
cal factors. This is both clinically and theoretically
problematic. This criterion is derived from research
that demonstrates an association between stressful
life events and the development of FMD (Binzer et al.,
1997). However, it has never been shown that these
events cause the functional presentation; in fact, many
patients with known FMDs do not have identifiable
psychological stressors associated with the symptom
(Stone et al., 2009). Clinically, this criterion is prob-
lematic because many patients may be reluctant to
discuss such matters and they may not be apparent
from the available history.

The final major problem with diagnosis by the
DSM-IV is that these criteria do not regard the
phenomenology of movement in the diagnosis.
Abnormal movements or the variable lack of move-
ment are among the presenting symptoms in patients
with FMDs (Espay et al., 2018). These criteria do not
instruct the clinician in the recognition of diagnostic

signs of FMD within these abnormal movements.
Without this criterion, the DSM-IV does little to
diagnose FMD besides attempt to exclude vari-
ous other disease states. Researchers who employ
FW criteria primarily make the diagnosis based
on clinical signs that characterize FMD, whereas
researchers using the DSM-IV may not even consider
them.

4.4. General comments on discrepancies within
FMD inclusion criteria

The published criteria for diagnosing FMD con-
tains significant discrepancies that could result in
variability within the FMD populations being studied
by various investigators. These discrepancies include
reliance on historical and emotional data, level of
exclusionary diagnosis, and allowance for low cer-
tainty diagnoses.

4.4.1. Supportive features
The degree to which sets of criteria rely on his-

torical and emotional features varies significantly.
These supportive features include multiple somati-
zations, psychiatric disturbance, childhood trauma,
exposure to disease model, and potential for sec-
ondary gain. Supportive features make poor criteria
because they have been shown to be neither sufficient
nor necessary for the diagnosis (Espay et al., 2018),
based on sensitivity and specificity. The low sensi-
tivity of these factors is related to their prevalence
within legacy neurological diseases, i.e., those not
commonly regarded as functional disorders (LaFaver
et al., 2020). The low specificity is related to the poor
generalizability of signs found to be specific to a sig-
nal phenotype. For example, the sudden onset has
been stated to have good specificity for functional
dystonia (Frucht et al., 2020), but such information
may be vulnerable to recall bias in the patient (Espay
& Lang, 2015). The DSM-IV diagnoses CD almost
solely based on these supportive features, without
regard for movement phenomenology. The DSM-IV
considers CD a purely psychological diagnosis and
views the role of the neurological investigation as a
component of excluding medical diagnosis. This is
partially true of SG, where movement phenomenol-
ogy can be disregarded with sufficient “secondary
features.” Both the DSM-IV and SG allow the diag-
nosis to be made on criteria that are not sufficient
for the diagnosis. The FW rejects this idea and
requires clinical signs of FMD. However, the criteria
require as well historical features. This is problem-
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atic because these tests lack the sensitivity to be
required and are therefore unnecessary. The EL cri-
teria neither require nor rely on these supportive
features.

4.4.2. Movement-related features
The criteria vary both on their requirement for

movement phenomenology and in the interpretability
of the criteria regarding movement-related features.
As stated above, some criteria either disregard
movement-related features, such as the DSM-IV,
or do not require these features, such as the SG.
Movement-related features should be core for diag-
nosing FMD. However, even for the criteria that
require movement phenomena, the degree of speci-
ficity used to describe movement phenomenology
varies widely. Fahn and Williams, and the sub-
sequent variants, described functional movements
as being incongruent and inconsistent, which we
review next.

4.4.2.1. Incongruence. One of the pillars of diag-
nosing FMD, established by Fahn and Williams, is
that the movement phenomena should be incongruent
with legacy neurological diseases. This is problem-
atic because it requires a diagnostician to recognize
the nuanced presentations of legacy diseases that are
needed to differentiate them from functional presen-
tations (Espay et al., 2018; Gasca-Salas & Lang,
2016; Gupta & Lang, 2009). The lack of clarity
has led to criteria including non-scientific, imprecise
descriptions such as “bizarre,” “unusual,” and “abnor-
mal” (Espay & Lang, 2015; Fahn & Williams, 1988;
Williams et al., 1995). This is further complicated by
“incongruent” signs that are not generalizable to all
phenotypes. For example, suppressibility of a func-
tional tic is not incongruent with legacy tic disorders.
Rather than designating signs as being incongru-
ent with legacy disease, clinical signs that are to be
used to rule-in FMD should be phenomenologically
specific and not require simply to exclude legacy
disease.

4.4.2.2. Inconsistency. Inconsistency applies to the
fluctuating patterns of movement within the indi-
vidual patient, which may be better described as
variability. This variability may be demonstrated in
movements that change over time, that are sup-
pressed with complex tasks, or where the disability is
disproportionate to exam findings (Espay & Lang,
2015). These features suggest that the symptom
can vary with the patient’s self-attention. This thus

suggests possible specific pathophysiologic mecha-
nisms and potential for remission with behavioral
therapy. Identifying patients whose symptoms are
likely to remit with behavioral therapy is one of
the most important features of FMD diagnostic cri-
teria. However, the frequency of symptoms can
vary considerably also in legacy movement disorders
(Lieberman, 2006; Pareés et al., 2012; Stone et al.,
2005). Consequently, it will be important to revise
the diagnostic criteria of FMD by acknowledging that
symptoms of legacy neurological disorders can also
fluctuate.

4.5. Diagnostic certainty

When applying FW or one of its variants, we sug-
gest that only a clinically definite diagnosis should be
considered for inclusion in FMD research, and only
with respect to inconsistency of movement within the
individual, and not with respect to incongruence with
other neurological disorders. FW and SG both catego-
rized diagnostic certainty with probable and possible
FMD diagnoses included. A significant problem with
these categories is that the diagnosis can be made
in the absence of movement pathology. Addition-
ally, these designations have been shown to have
poor interrater reliability (Morgante et al., 2012). SG
did not allow for these low-certainty diagnoses under
their criteria, with the EL following suit. This review
identified eight studies that allowed for the inclusion
of patients diagnosed as probable FMD. This rep-
resents 22% of the 37 studies that employed the FW
criteria. These studies should be considered poor evi-
dence and caution should be taken when including
their results in metanalyses.

4.6. Limitations

This study intentionally restricted its review to
studies that related the diagnosis of FMD to objec-
tive biomarker evaluations (thus, MRI, EEG, and
so forth). We restricted our literature review so as
to model our method from that of Thomsen et al
(Thomsen et al., 2020), who evaluated the psycho-
metric validation of various biomarker evaluation
techniques for diagnosing FMD. We had a simpler
objective: to evaluate the consistency of diagnos-
ing FMD among the studies that had used objective
biomarkers for making this determination. We inten-
tionally selected studies that had related biomarkers
to the diagnosis accuracy of FMD, because such
approaches would be regarded as scientifically rig-
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orous. In contrast, we did not evaluate the broader
literature for diagnosing FMD regardless of the
inclusion of biomarkers, because we felt that our nar-
rowing our literature review would be sufficiently
informative with respect to the present status with
respect to the consistency of diagnosing FMD. As a
result, we found marked inconsistency for diagnos-
ing FMD. We doubt that our evaluating the broader
literature on FMD would have changed our conclu-
sions.

5. Conclusion

This systematic review identified variability in the
choice of diagnostic criteria used to include sub-
jects in FMD research studies. The criteria choice
was found to vary with the phenotype being investi-
gated. This has implications in mixed studies in which
more than one phenotype is investigated but only a
single set of diagnostic criteria may be used. Mixed
studies were found to have more variable inclusion
criteria than studies of a single phenotype. Variability
in criteria selection is problematic because signifi-
cant differences exist between the sets of published
diagnostic criteria, as reviewed above. When consid-
ering the creation of new criteria, we propose that
the criteria should be inclusive of all FMDs, based
on demonstrating symptom variability in response to
self-attention to the symptoms during clinical exam-
ination. A unified set of inclusion criteria for FMD
would consequently support future studies for their
response to psychological therapy. Furthermore, such
criteria should avoid subjective, unscientific language
such are “bizarre” and “unusual,” and exclusion-
ary relics such as designating a symptom’s being
incongruent with other neurological diseases, given
at present unsettled diagnostic criteria for many such
diseases.
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